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Abstract. In this paper properties of the reduction graphs of lambda terms arc studied and some 
classes of reduction graphs are ch*l wcterized. Condensed reduction graphs obtained by dividing 
out ‘cyclic equivalence‘, and spectr.t, the partially ordered set of all reductions, are also considered. 
The partial ordering in the spectru n can be seen as a measure for the ‘significance’ of B reduction; 
reductions to the normal form an 1 (nxre generall;~) cofinal reductions are the most significant 
reductions. The spectrum is prow 3 to be the completion of the condensed reduction graph. 
Introduction 
The reduction graph G( 7’) associated to a A -term T is the connected pseudodi- 
graph (in the terminology of Harar;d [6]) obtained by labelhng the source node of 
G(T) by T itself and every other node by a reduct of T such that every reduct of 
T appears as 3 label and such that every arc in G( T) corresponds to the contraction 
of a redex. 
The primary motivation for studying reduction graphs derives from the fact that 
not every connected pseudodigraph can be labelled so as to become a reduction 
graph. Moreover, except for the graph-theoretical consequences of the Church- 
,JXosser property and of the local finiteness (the second property due to the fact that 
a A-term contains only finitely many redexes), few general facts are mentioned in 
the hterature about reduction graphs (see [l, 7,8]). Therefore, it is worthwhile to 
establish that some simple digraphs are impossible reduction graphs, so this paper 
starts by giving, in Section 2, some simple examples of reduction graphs and also 
~ornc simple impossible cases. 
A reduction graph may determine soms properties of its source label: e.g., the 
reduction graph consists of one node only and no arc iff it is the graph of’ a normal 
form. But. at the same time, two distinct normal forms are not distinguished by 
their graphs since the reduction graph is the same for every normal form. Therefore. 
only reducible terms have nontrivial reduction graphs so that one can try to relate 
structure and reduction graph of a A-term to obtain characterization5 of some 
subsets of the set of all reduction graphs. That is what is achieved in Secti1)r-r 3 with 
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Section 5 is devoted to the introduction and study of the spectrum of a lambda 
term T. The elements of the spectrum of T are certain equivalence classes of 
reductions, finite or infinite, starting with T; these elements are partially ordered 
by some measure of ‘significance’ for reductions. For instance, a finite reduction 
inside an infinite reduction graph is certainly maximally significant in case it reaches 
a terminal plane, while an infinite reduction which is entirely confined within some 
nonterminal plane does not reach important paits of the reduction graph it belongs 
to. 
I. 
Hence the central role of cofinal reductions in a graph. 
Pretiminarv notations and terminology 
respect to k~r reduction graphs, as defined there, which turn out to be easily 
characterized as the graphs of hereditarily multisimple terms. These terms are also 
syntactically characterized in the same Section 3 (but the rather tedious proof of 
the characterization Theorem 3.3 is given in Appendix A). 
From Section 4 on we pass to consider also nonlinear graphs, which in general 
arc quite complex. The notion of a strong component in a reduction graph, as a 
maximal set of terms M, N such that M and N can be reduced to each other, called 
plane in [7] and [8], allows us to express a reduction graph in terms of a simpler 
one? namely the directed acyclic graph whose nodes are planes: the ‘condensed 
reduction graph’. 
Now the foilowing question arises: Can we state some general properties of 
A- terms in a nonsingleton plane? 
Terminal planes (i.e., such that no arc starts from themj are easily seen to be sets 
of mutually reducible recurrent terms, as defined in [15] and [ 163. 
For nonsingleton nonterminal planes, a special case of a conjecture in Klop [8] 
is proved. 
Bottleneck planes, defined in Section 4, reveal that a condensed reduction graph 
can also have other nodes distinct from the initial and the terminal ones which are 
comparable, by the natural order relation induced on the condensed reduction 
graph. with every other node of the same graph. 
kt us assume scjme usual notations. R stands for a redex, T. U, K M, 1v for 
terms; A. B stand for collections of redexes, _I for the set of h-terms, = stands for 
identity (up to a-conversion). = for conversion, --, for one step reduction. -H for 
the reflexive and transitive closure of -, and - ’ for the transitive closure of -. 
‘A%/ K denotes the set of ail residuals of redcxes in .4 by contraction of R. . 
If li is a reduction from T to M we write 
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As in [I], A/4 =( l l l ((A/RJR,) l - 0 )/R,. In particular we have R/9 = 
t 9 9 l URIR,)lR,) 9 l n VR,. 
If 9, : T +Al MI and g2: T *A2 M,, then 9&& is a reduction, that is, 
9,/ 9,: M2 -d N where B is the set of residuals of A 1, in M2, with respect to Bz. 
C[, . l * ,I is a multiple context written as C[ T,, , . . , Tn] when its ith hole is 
replaced by Ti, i=l,..., n. For a precise definition of multiple context, see [l]. 
For notions concerning digraphs we mainly refer to [6]. 
A pseudodigraph (directed pseudograph) G consists of a set of nodes and a 
collection of arcs (oriented edges). A loop is an arc joining a node to itself. A 
multi-arc of degree k 2 1, which we call k-arc, is composed of k arcs (of the same 
orientation) between two fixed nodes. 
A source in G is a node from which all the others can be reached. We denote 
by ICI the number of all nodes of G and by llG\l the number of all nodes and of 
all arcs of G. A multidigruph has no loop; moreover, it is a digraph if no multi-arc 
is in it. A subpseudodigraph of G is a pseudodigraph having all points and arcs 
in G. 
A path is an alternating sequence of nodes and arcs starting and ending with 
nodes; and such that the arcs have the same orientation along the sequence. It is 
closed when the first and last node are the same. A closed path will also be called 
a cycle. Note that a loop is a trivial cycle, consisting of one node and one arc only. 
G is connected whenever every two nodes are joined by a path. A wmponent of 
G is a maximal connected subgraph of G and a strong component is such that every 
two nodes are mutually reachable. The condec~satian G” of G has the strong 
components Ci of G as its nodes with an arc from node i to node j whenever there 
is an arc in G from a node in Ci to a node in Ck 
If i is a node in G, node j is called a successor of i if j is the endpomt of one of 
the arci which leave i. (Hence a node can be its own successor.) 
G is locally finzte if every node in G has only finitely many successors. 
2. AP-pseudodigraphs 
We associate to every term T in 14 the pseudodigraph G(T) as follows. 
Definition 2.1. Let T E ./I. Then G(T), the h/3-pseudodigraph of T, or redrlction 
graph of T for short, is defined by he following requirements: 
(i) M is the label of a node of G(r) iff T 3, M. 
(ii) If M,, M2 are labels of distinct nodes of G(T), then M, + M2. 
(iii) II 2 1 arcs join node Ml to node Mz, with possibly M, = M3, iff M2 is 
obtainable from M, by contracting n 2 1 redex occurrences in M,. 
Evidently G(T) is finite in case (M f T * M) is finite and infinite, but still locally 
fmite, otherwise. l[G( T)II = 1 iff T is in normal form. 
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Examples 2.2 
where f2 = ww and o 5 hx.xx; 
0 is a loop 
l I(Ix) 
II 
I 
Ix 
X 
K(Ix)y where K s Aru.z 
255 
Because of the Church-Rosser property, a digraph of the form 
cannot be a reduction graph. Moreover, although the Church-Rosser property 
allows it, every one of the following kind: 
7-1 l------+ C* T, . . Ill 
N l - 
with a k-arc, k 3 1, from T, to IV, cannot be labelled by h-terms because if RI and 
R2 are two redex occurrences in T, such that T, ---?I N and TI -+ R~ T2, then the 
unique redex occurrence in G, say Rot is such that R,, = R,/ R2. By the ‘parallel 
moves’ lemma (see [a]), T2 - ‘l’% IV, while T2 -+ ‘0 T1. 
For the same reasons a digraph with the following shape: 
cannot be a A@-graph. In fact if T -+ ‘1 TI, T - “2 T2, the11 Tl -+WR~ M,, 
T, --j _ ‘dRz M2, with MI = iI&. 
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Hence every pseudodigraph starting with. 
T 
MI 
f 
is not a n/S-iraph. 
Analogously for 
J: , ML 
I 
I 
tvith n 3 3 (which is a generalization of [l, Exercise 3.5.6(ii), p. 74]), and likewise 
for the following graph, already in [73: 
TI T, T, Tn t i 
Here loops in every T,, I _--- ’ > 1, can also be added but the situation remains the same. 
Finally WC mention that there exists a universal reduction graph G(M) (see [ 1. 
1673) in the sense that, for every IV, G(N) is a subgraph of G(M): in fact that 
the case if M is the universal generator as defined in [ 1, p. !66]. 
P 
is 
3. Linear reduction graphs 
Definition 3.1. A reduction graph is hear iff every node has at most one successor. 
Examples 2.2(I), (2), (3), (4) and (5) above are linear, while (6i), (7) and (8) are 
not. An example of an infinite G(T) is G( O,,) with L?,, = w,,w,,, tz 2 2, and w,, = 
hs.( _k- . . . s I,, ,,,,, c,’ as in the foliowing examples. 
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Infinite and linear is also the following example: 
W) 
I 
(kxxy)( hx.xxy) 
(hx.xxy)(hx.xxy)y 
I\lotice that, according to Definition 3. I, every pure cycle as defined in [7] is a 
1in:ar reduction graph which is a strong component. An example of a pure cycle is 
MM1 where M = Axy.yyyyxxy 
Now we need the notions of simple term (introduced in [ 16, 151) and multisimple 
term, defined as follows. 
Definition 3.2. (i) T is simple iff T contains only one redex. (So in a reduction 
graph, T has precisely one outgoing arc.) 
(ii) T is multisimple iff whenever T - T, and T - T,, T, = 7’ holds. (So in a 
reduction graph, T has precisely one successor, which may be T itself.) 
Thus every simple term is a particular multisimple one. Multisimple but not simple 
terms are for instance (Ax.(Ay.y)x)z, (Ax.(Ax.Y)x)x, Z(Z(ZK)j and for every NI and 
IV2 in normal form, the term 12NJ2N2. 
It is decidable whether an arbitrary T is mukisimple. Moreover, the following 
syntactic characterization holds for multisimple redexes. 
Theorem 3.3. Let R be a redex. Then: 
( 1 j R is simple iff R = ( Ax.iV, ) Nz for some N1, N2 in normal form, 
(2) R is muttisimple but not simple iff it has one of the foilawing forms, where 
n 3 2, and N,, Iv2 are in normal form: 
(i) (hx”.N,)N~ = (Ax.(Ax. l l (Ax.N,)Nz l - - )N,)N, 
- p 
tz n 
where x is not in FV(NI) CI FV(N2) or x = NI = N’,, 
(ii) (~Y.“.NJx “--‘N2=(A~.(Ax~ - - (hx.N,)x- . .)x)N2 
L Y I 
n n-l 
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where x is not in FV(NJ or x’ = X,, 
(iii) rw,. 
Proof. For the proof. see Appendix A. 
From Theorem 3.3 we get the following corollary. 
Cura,llary 3.4. If R is multisimple not simple and R - R’, then R’ is multisimple. 
It is easy to see that multisimple redexes have the following properties: 
(a) in a multisimple R, every redex is multisimple; the innermost one is simple. 
GJ) If M is multisimple not simple and R --+ I?‘, then 
(hl ) all redcx occurrences in R’ are residuals of rcdex occurrences in R, 
(b2) if R has tt 2 2 redex occurrences, then R’ has n - 1 redex occu:rences. 
Icj lr’ R is multisimple not simple with rz redex occurrences, then every reduction 
from K rcachcs ;f normal form by n steps. 
(d) No two redex occurrences in R are mutually disjoint. 
Remark, We should remark that a multisimple not simple term T? as an irreducible 
context of multisimple redexes, can have mutually disjoint redex occurrences; but 
then wtc must have 7*--+ T. This can only be the case if T is an irreducible context 
of \omc occurrences of 0, as follows easily from the result in [I 21 stating that :he 
only redex R such that R - R, is L?. 
Definitian 3.5. 7‘ is hereditdy mrritisim,de iti every ,%I such that T -n h,f is 
multisimpk. 
Hem~rk 3.7. If ii k-arc, k .2 2, joins M to M’ in G( 7’). then G( 7’) has ai !c:!st 
k + 1 rtdcs as can easily be proved by induction on k (stzc Appendix B). 
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So no multisimple not simple redex can be contracted (i.e., in one step reduced) 
to a normal form. 
4. Condensed reduction graphs 
In this section we will introduce the notion of ‘condensed reduction graph’ which 
is obtained from the reduction graph by dividing out the following equivalence 
relation. 
Definition 4.1. T - V ( T and V are cy,-lic equivalent) iff T -* V and ‘v’ + T. 
Since - is reflexive, symmetric and transitive, it is an equivalence relation. Let 
us denote by T”/- the equivalence class T belongs to, i.e. 
W- ={ VI T- V}. 
T/- is a strong component of G(T), in the terminology of [6]. 
Every G( T) can be partitioned into --classes. Following [8]. we call every T/ - 
a plane, and every element of a plane a point. Of course, in particular a plane can 
be a singleton. 
For T/-Y V/- in G(T)/-, the set of planes, we define 
V - 03 v/- iff there exist M in T/-- and N 
in V/- such that M --+ N and M+N. 
Furthermore, o* will be the transitive reflexive closure of o--t. Note that o* is a 
partial ordering of G( T)/- and that the structure (G(T)/-, o+), G’)(T), is a 
directed acyclic labelled graph. In figures, every node in G”(T) is denoted by ‘0’ 
and is labelled on IV/- for some M such that T -*, M; sometimes we will label a 
node in G”( T) only by M, a representant of the plane M/ -. 
Clearly, GO( T) is a countable graph. 
is whether G”( T) is locally finite. 
An interesting but probably hard question 
Conjecture 4.2. Go{ T) is bcaIl)~ finite. 
We will also refer to G(‘( T) as the condensed reduction graph of T. 
An example of a reduction graph and its condensed reduction graph is given below: 
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It may be that G”(T) is finite and G( 7’) is infinite: that is the case when G(T) 
is infinite only because it contains some infinite plane. Of course in some cases 
G”(T) = G(T): for instance, for G(L!J&), G”(A?31n3), 
/ 
/ 
WC shall denote planes by &, 2, 9? and nodes in G”(T) shall also be called planes. 
Let -4 = {wUO), Iw(lw)), 33 =(lwu}, k’=(n); then, in the example above, % is a 
terminal plane and .d, 9 nonterminal ones, according to the following definition. 
Definition 4.3. A plane is terminul in G”( T) iff no arc starts from it. 
Terminal planes are related to the notion of recurrence, as follows. 
Definition 4.4. 7’ is recurrent iff for every M such that T -+ M we have M --w T. 
For properties of recurrent terms, see [I 1,15, 161. 
Theorem 43. A plane is terminal i” it is the set qf mutually redwible recurrem terms 
in 0 T). 
Pwof. It k a consequence of the relative definitions. 
Qxt \te will consider nonterminal planes 
if b.)r some IV we have ,%I - N and IVa .d, 
,d. Ue will call M an exit point of ,ci2 
2 korena Sdi. Let .d be (I nonterminnl plune. Then d does not contain n multisimple 
term reduci,~tg in one step to an exit point qf d. 
Proof. Suppose the contrary. that is, .cJ does contain a term T such that T --3 T’ 
u*hcre 7” isI an exit point of .:I(. 
Ck.su ( H ) T is simple. 
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Let T’*R Q for some Q not in ~4, as in the following 
possible one step reducts of T’ are not considered): 
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diagram (where other 
and let 9 : T’ --)) T. By the ‘parallel moves’ lemma, T *R/9 V for some V not in 
~4, against the hypothesis that T is simple (so I?/ 3 is a singleton) and T’ is in .A 
Case (b) T is multisimple but not simple. 
T has n 2 2 redex occurrences. 
Case (bl) T’ = T for every T’ such that T -+ T’. 
Then AZ is a singleton and terminal, contradiction. 
Case (b2) T ---* T’ with T’ $ T. 
Since T is multisimple, every one step rlzduct of T is identical to T’ and by 
Corollary 3.4 also T’ is multisimple. Thus in case T’ -+ Q, every one step reduct 
of T’ is identical to Q, as shown in the following diagram: 
But that is impossible because if T’ is multisimple, then every 9 : T’ --w T has Q 
as its second stage (i.e., T’ - Q + T) so that Q turns out to be in S$ against the 
hypothesis. 
In [7] it is conjectured that if a plane ZI contains an exit point, then every point 
in ZI is a~ exit point. We note that Theorem 4.6 proves a particular case of tkiis 
conjecture. 
While the reductions in a reduction graph in general ‘spread out’ in lateral 
directions, in the notion of bottleneck, defined below, we are considering how ‘narrow’ 
reduction graphs can be. 
Definition 4.7. Lea d. 33 be in G(T). The relation “3 is a bottleneck for d”, 
written Bn(33, .d), is defined as follows: 
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(i) Bn( 9, .ti) iff whenever A4 E J& N E $23 and N -H L, then each reduction 
9 : M * L has some stage in 3 (see the diagram below): 
(ii) Furthermore we define: 3’ is a bottleneck of G( 7) iff Bn(3, T/ -). 
Notation, Instead of Bn( 3, (M)) we will write Bn(33, M); likewise for Bn((M), A!). 
To bottleneck planes in G( T), bottleneck nodes correspond in G”( T). 
Note that every G”( T,r has at least one bottleneck, namely the node corresponding 
to th!: plane T/ - and in case G( T) has a terminal plane (i.e. in case T has a normal 
form or, more general, a recurrent reduct), say T’/ -, then to T’/ - also a bottleneck 
corresponds in G”( 7’). We will call the pianes T/- and, if it exists, T’/- improper 
hot tlenccks. 
We will now give some examples of condensed reduction graphs contairing 
bottlenecks. The first example contains only improper bottlenecks. The bottlenecks 
are marked in the diagrams with ‘@ES. 
(2) G”( MIMI) 
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where M = hx.rcl(xl): 
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(3) GO( NoZN) where N = Axyz.xyzwZzZ : 
ZNZ] 
ZNZ 
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In the following theorem we state some basic properties of bottlenecks. 
Theorem 4.9. (i) Bn( 3, c(;a) is transitive. 
(ii) If Bn(SB, .@ and do--)) Ml-, then M/- o--)) 9 or 93 c)* M/Y 
(iii) For etlery simple U there exists an infinite number of reduction graphs with ,J$ 
such that Bn( U, .QZ). 
(iv) Let T * U for_ some simple U. Then Bn( U, T) is undecidable. 
Proof. (i) If Bn(9,, &) and Bn(& %+), then Bn(5& J@); otherwise, for T in &, 
Ir, in %I2 and some 144 such that U, --++ M there exists a 22~: T --++ M where Uz 
does not occur as a stage.’ Then there also exists some 23’ : UI -2 M, with U1 in 
3,, where U2 does not occur as a stage, contrary to the assumption Bn( B2, aI). 
(ii) By the ChLrchi-Rosser property there exists an N such that, for T ir, ti and 
U in 3, 
T 
u 0 M 
N 
Since Bn( ~3, T), every 9 : T --*, N can be written as 3 : T * U --H N for some 
U in 2. By hypothesis CJ + M, hence every such 2 can be written as 
‘I’ -W M - U --r* N. 
(iii) Let R = (h.r.N,)N, with N,, IV2 in normal form, be the redex of U Replace 
I< in U by I”‘(A_x.N, )A&. VI 2 1, and let LJ,,, be the term so obtained. Then Bn( U, U,,,) 
for every oz. 
(iv! Suppose the contrary is true for some simple U such that T * U. Then 
Cf = C[( Ax. N, 1 NJ. with N1, Nz in normal form. Let n represent a numeral and f 
strongly represent a partial recursive function with a nonrecursive domain: 
I? = C’[fnl(.Ax.N, )N,] is such that r/ --+ C[Z”‘(Ax.N,)N,] + Cl 
for \rjrnt: ifi := f2 only in case frt --u m. 
Since Bn( I”‘( AXN, !A$ 0) and. by (iii), Rn( U, l”‘( hs.N, UV,), we have Bn( LJ, u) 
iff _/- is defined on ?I. 
Mrxcu~ver, some information about T can be obtained by considering the bottle- 
necks of G”( T). 
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Proof. G*(T) cannot have an infinite number of bottlenecks because otherwise 
every maximal reduction from T is infinite. (A reduction is maximal iff it is infinite 
or reaches the normal form.) 
Proposition 4.10 contrasts with the fact 
having a normal form, does not in general 
graph of T is finite. 
that the finiteness property for T of 
imply that the (condensed) reduction 
The next proposition illustrates that the absence of proper bottlenecks in the 
condensed reduction graph G*(T) is caused by the possibility of ‘independent’ 
reductions from the initial term T. 
Proposition 4.11. Let T = (M,, M2) ( = hx.xM, Mz). Then: 
(i) G*( T) has a proper bottleneck iff G*( M,) has a proper bottleneck and M2 is 
recurrent, or G0(M2) has a proper bottleneck and MI is recurrent. 
(ii) If Go{ M,) and G*( M2) have no proper bottleneck, then Go(T) has w propL-: 
bottleneck. 
Proof. (ii) immediately follows from (i). 
(i) The proof of (+=) is evident: if, say, G*( M,) has a proper bottleneck and M2 
is recurrent, then G*((M,, Mz)) is isomorphic to G”(M,) and hence has a proper 
bottleneck too. 
(*) Note that GO((MI, M2)) is isomorphic to G”( M,) X G”( M2), thrz Cartesian 
product of G”(M,) and Go{ M,) (see the diagram below): 
G”( M, ) 
M2/ - 
G('( MA 
% 
Got T) 
From this the result easily follows. 
5. Spectra 
Let Red(T) be the set of all reductions, finite or infinite, starting from T. We 
will introduce the notion of the spectrum of T, which is a partial ordering of Red( T) 
where the ordering can be interpreted as measuring the ‘significance’ of reductions 
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from T. E.g.,, reductions to the normal form of T, if it exists, are ‘best’; in general, 
even if ‘T has no normal form, cofinal reductions (see definilrion at the end of this 
section, Remark 5.10) are ‘best’. The partial ordering in the spectrum measures 
how ‘deep’ reductions go into the reduction graph. This is consistent with the 
terminology of ‘planes’: a reduction which stays in a plane, does not increase the 
information obtaineld. 
The present definition of ‘spectrum’ is inspired by [ 1, Exercise 13.651, but differs 
from the one given there since in [l] only maximal reductions (i.e., infinite or leading 
to the normal form) are considered. A related definition is found in L&y [i3], viz. 
of (R”( T), s); however, in [13] the partial ordering G is defined on the basis of 
Levy’s notion of equivalence, which is not considered here. 
II~efinition 5.1. For !2+, gz in Red( T), define 
(i) 2, s 5J iff for every n there exists an m such that 
(ii) 2, = 9$ iff 9, G 9, and 9,~ $2,. 
Let &=(W1CC4} andk&T)={619ERed(T)}. 
(iii) !5, =G 3, iff %$ ~5 9,. 
Definition 5.2. The spectrum of T, Spec( T), is the p.0. (Rx(T), <). 
Note that cyclic equivalent terms have isomorphic spectra. 
Before relating the spectrum of a term to its condensed reduction graph, let us 
give some examples. 
Examples 5.3 
( 1 ‘9 SFcf W 
1 
’ Go where 9,, = 8, the empty reduction 
( Here MN” is short for MN. . . F-2 (PI times IV).) The spectrum is a p.o. of order 
type w+ 1. 
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(2) ~p~cWW 
(3 Spec((hx.l)&): 
I 
(4) Spec((Ax.I)i23030n): 
. . 
I 
(A p.o. of order type o +2) 
(A p.o. of order type o 9 2 + 1) 
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Question. Call an ordinal cy linearly representable by a A-term T if (Y is isomorphic 
to Spec( T). Which ordinals are linearly representable? 
(5) Spec((AxJ&)&): 
In order to relate the spectrum Spec( T) to the condensed reduction graph G”( T), 
we define the w-completion of c;“( T), written as G”(T). To this end, we use the 
construction in Bbom [Z]. 
Definidion 5.4. Ii) Ch( 7) is the set of w-chains in the po. (G”(T), o-+1. 
(ii) Let C, C” bc in Ch( 7‘1, where 
and 
Furthermore, C/ = = (C’ 1 C’ = C). a- 
(iii) G”( Tk = (C/= ! Cc C‘hf T)). Par abus de Iangage, we wiii use the notation 
I- AYO for the po. determined on G”( 1”) by the p.m. E on Ch( T). 
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Note that Go(T) is isomorphically embedded in 
L: Go(T) --+ Go(T) such that 
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Go{ 7’) by the map 
Intuitively, G”(T) is G”(T) augmented by limits for w-chains in Go{ T) in such a 
way that limits of o-chains that are equivalent in the sense of Definition 5.4, are 
identified. We will call the set of ‘nc,zw’ elements in Go(T) (i.e., Go{ T)\G”( 7)). 
the boundary of G”(T). 
Note also that Go(T) is a cao (co&plete partial order), i.e., a partial order where 
all w-chains have a ‘lub’. 
We now have the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.5. Spec( T) is isomorphic to G”( T) (as partially ordered structures). 
Proof. We define 9 : Spec( T) -+ Go(T) as follows. Let 9 E Red( T). 
Case 1. 9 is infinite: 9 is MO -+ M, + M2 --, l - l , where MO = T. Then 
cp(9)=C/=, where C is MJ- o--), MI/ - o-+ Adz/- O--H - l . l 
Case 2. 25 is A4[) - MI - l * . --, A& for some n 2 0. Here MO = 7’. Then 
o--H M,~/- 0-w MJ- 0-w M,,/- O* l l ’ - 
The proof that q is indeed an order-preserving isomorphism is routine and left 
to the reader. 
In order to formulate the next proposition, we define a reduction 
9: jj,~‘“’ _-I M”‘+ . . . to be eventually pat iff 9 is finite or if 3 is lying almost 
entirely in a plane, i.e., there exists an index k such that for all m, n greater than 
k it holds that M”“) - M(“‘. 
Proposition 5.6. 
(ii) G”( T) is 
everlti4aIly flat. 
(iii) If G”( T) 
singleton. 
(i) JISpec( T>/ = 1 ifl T is recurrent. 
isomorphic to Spec( T) ifl GO( T) is jinite ifl all reductions are 
has infinitely many bottlenecks, th the boundary of G”( T) is a 
Proof. (i) and (ii) follow by the relevant definitions. 
(iii) Suppose G”( T) has infinitely many bottlenecks. Then all infinite reductions 
which are not eventually flat, must pass all these bottlenecks; hence they meet each 
other infinitely often and therefore they are equivalent. 
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Conjecture 5.7. The reverse of Proposition 5.6 (iii) also holds: If the boundary of 
G”( T) is a singleton, then G”( T) has infinitely many bottlenecks. 
Conjecture 5.7 says roughly that a reduction graph which has infinitely many 
planes either is very ‘narrow’ (containing infinitely many bottlenecks) or else it must 
spread out (by the presence of incomparable points in the boundary). E.g., according 
to the conjecture a ‘braid’ like 
8 . . .. *. .’ l 
-. . 
cannot occur as a reduction graph. 
Conjecture 5.8 (Klop [9)). Note (in Examples 5.3(3), (4), (5) aboue) that the 
elements in the boundary are not always maximal. It is conjectured that in the 
Al-calculus, where there is no possibility of erasing subterms, the efements in the 
boundary of the spectrum are always maximal. 
In general Spec( T) can be quite complex. In fact one can show the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 5.9 (Klop [ 10 3). There exists a A -term T such that 
(i) I( .%.I, c), the powerset of the natural numbers (ordered by inclusion), can be 
isomorphically embedded in Spec( T) , 
C ii) Speci Tj contains a densely ordered segment. 
Proof. (i) Let T be a term such that T --u (II, T) where (A, B) abbreviates Az.zAB. 
Abbreviate II by 1 and I by 0. Furthermore, let us simply write Al3 for (A, B), 
ABC for {A, B. C), etc. So T --u 1 ‘T --*, 11 T --w - - l . and because 1 - 0, we have. 
for every finite sequence CT of O‘s and I ‘s, T --u &I. 
We want to embed (Yw, c_) 
characteristic function of X: 
into Spec( T). Let X E 90, and let k.x be the 
k.,(n) = 
0 if rza x, 
1 otherwise 
Write kx as an infinite sequence of 0. 1, and let CT,,~ be the finite prefix of that 
sequence up to EZ. E.g., if k,v = (0.0, 1, 1, 0, . . . ), then cl = 0, (T-, = 00, (TV = 001, . . . . 
Now we let to X ; 9% correspond &- : T * q T + u2 T * l l l (modulo the 
spectrtim equivalence). Evidently, if X, X’ E PO and X 2 X’, then the sequence ksv 
has mrrx 0’s. Since 1 - 0, we have therefore Ps % 5’~~ in the spectrum ordering. 
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Hence (%J, C) is embedded in Spec(T). Taking T= (Axz.zl(xx))(hxz.zl(xx)) we 
even have that (@‘CO, E) is isomorphic to the boundary of Spec( T). 
(ii) Claim : (%, z ) contains a densely ordered segment, i.e., a linearly ordered 
subset 2%‘~ 950 such that if X, Y E 2? and X 5 Y, then there exists a Z E 8? such that, 
xszs Y. 
Together with (i) this claim yields the result in (ii). 
Proof of the claim. Let 4p be a bijection from Q, the set of rational numbers, to 
N (=o), the set of natural numbers. To each r E Q we associate the set {g E Q! 1 q s r}; 
call this set Q, Now the collection of all so(ds,) is a densely ordered segment in 
( 9b, c ), since Q is densely ordered. 
Remark 5.10. By Theorem 5.5 and by the construction of GO(T), we have that 
Spec( T) is a cpo, with the empty reduction as ‘bottom’ element. Moreover, Spec( T) 
has always a unique maximal element. This is the equivalence class of cofinal 
reductions (a reduction 9 : MO + A& + l l l where MO = T, is called cofinal if for 
every U in G(T) there is an M,, such that U -w I&. So, in particular, if T has a 
normal form, then 9 : T * l - l is cofinal iff it reaches the normal form.) 
We conclude this section with the observation that Spec( T) does not need in 
general to be a lattice (which it is in Examples 5.3(l)-(5) above), as the following 
example shows. 
Examples 5.3 (continued) 
(6) Spec(w{ WI)) and G”(o( WI)), where W = hxy.xyy 
(In the diagram below (6’ = hy.lyy) 
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Appendix A. Proolf of Theorem 3.3(l) 
If Fart. This follows by checking that in all cases R’ such that R - R’ does not 
depend on the contracted redex. 
011~ if part. This follows by irlduction on the number of redex occurrences in R. 
First Sfep. RI= (Ax.P)Q with nne redex occurrence in P or in 0 (not in both). 
Case (a). P is not in normal iorm. 
Then Q is in normal form, say II: By hypothesis, (Ax. P’)M = P[N/x] with P - P’. 
Since P has as leftmost symbol either a free variable, say y, or a bound variable. 
\ay Q. there are the following cases only. 
Case (al). P has leftmost symbol y. 
Case ial. 1. Yf x. 
This case is impossible because identity cannot hold between two terms (both 
contracta of R) one of which starts by A and the other one by J!. 
Ci!.W :a 1.2,. v Gz .I-. 
Then - 
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- if x = Nz and x is not in FV(NJ or x = Nr, then R = (?.x.(~x.N~)x)N =AX*.N~XN, 
x 
i.e., R has form (ii) of Theorem 3.3. 
We can conclude that, in Case (a), R has form (j) or (ii) of Theorem 3.3. 
Case (b). Q is reducible. 
Then P is in normal form. By hypothesis, (Ax.P)Q’ = P[ Q/x] with Q -+ Q’ and 
is in FV( P); otherwise (Amp) Q’ = P. 
Case (bl). P= yN, . . . Nk, k 2 1, for some N1, . . . , Nk, if any, in normal form. 
Case (bl.1). y+x. 
Follows in the same way as Case (al. 1). 
Case (b1.2). y= x. 
Then ( Ax.xN, . . . Nk)Q’= Q(N,[Q/x]) . . . (Nk[Q/x]‘h, so that k = 1 and 
hx.xN, . . . W, = Q, while Q is reducible. 
There remains the case P= x and then (Ax.x)Q’ = Q so that 
R -= (Ax.P)Q= (Ax.x)Q~ (Ax.x)((Ax.x)Q’), 
where Q’ is in normal form because R contains only two redex occurrences. 
Hence R = (Ax.x)((Ax.x)N) for some N in normal form. 
We can conclude that, in Case (b), R has form (iii) of Theorem 3.3. 
Inductive Step. Let R’ stand for a multisimple (not simple) redex with i 2 2 r-t dex 
occurrences. 
R ‘+I = (hx.P)Q, for some reducible P or reducible Q (not both), otherwise 
(R”‘)‘=(Ax.P’)Q=(Ax.P)Q’, i.e., P= P’, Q= Q’ and (Ri+‘)’ = Ri+‘, while 
( Ri)’ f I? ’ for every i. 
Thus there are only Case (a) and Case (b). 
Case (a). Rif * = (Ax.C[ R’]) N for some N in normal form. 
Case (al). C[R’] has leftmost symbol y. 
Case (al.]). yfx. 
Follows in the same way as Case (al.1) of the First Step. 
Case (a1.2). y= x. 
Follows in the same way as Case (al.21 of the First Step. 
Case (72). C[R’] has leftmost symbol Ay. 
Case (a’2.1). C[R’]= Ay.C,[R’]. 
Then (R’+‘). = (Ax.(C[R’])‘)N = Ay.(C,[R’])[N/x] up to cy-conversion, so that 
such a subcase is impossible. 
Caw (a2.2) 
C’[R’]= (Ay.( . . . ))N2N3 . . . Nk, k z= 2, L-P-_- 
Ii L 
for some Nz, . . . , Nr, in normal f9rm. 
Then R’+‘= (hx.(Ay.( . . . ))NJ$ . . . &)N. From 
(1) R’+* - (hy.( . . . j[N/x3jN~[N/x]N~[N/xl - - - NdN/d 
(2j RI+’ - (a( . . . )[N,/yj)lv, . . . N&V, 
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where (3) = (2) up to a-conversion, it follows that k E= 2, i.e., for y = x, 
(1) (R”‘P(AX.( . . . )[N/x])N*[N/x], 
(2) ~{R’+‘)‘=(Ax.( . . . j[NJx])N, 
so that 
- if Ax.( . . . ) = Ax’-‘* NINiw*, i.e., it has form (i) of Theorem 3.3, then, for N = Nz 
and x not in FV( N,) u FV( N,), 
R i+’ = (hx.(Ax.(Ax'-'.N,N;-' )N,))N,= Ax'+'.N&+ ‘, 
i.e., Ki+’ has form (i) of Theorem 3.3, 
- if Ax.1 . . . j = Axi-‘.N,xi-‘, i.e., it has form (ii) of Theorem 3.3, then for x = N2 
and x not in FV(N,) or x= N1, 
R l+l= (hx.(Ax.(Ax’-‘.lv,x’-‘)x)jN = hx’+‘.N&v, 
i.e., Ri+’ has form (ii) of Theorem 3.3, 
- AXA . . ‘ ) = (hx.x)R’- is impossible. 
We can conclude that, in Case (a), Ri” has form (i) or (ii:: of Theorem 3.3. 
Case (b). Ri*’ = ( Axa N jC[ R ‘1 for some N in normal form d 
Then (RI+‘)‘= (Ax.N)(C[R’])‘= N[C[R’]/x] is satisfied by N = x, so that 
(R” ‘)‘= (Ax.x)(C[R’]j’= C[R’] and Ri+l = (Ax.x)C[R’]. 
If C[ R’] = [RI]= (Ax.xj’N, then Ri+’ has form (iii) of Theorem 3.3. Moreover, 
C[ R’] cannot be as in (i) or (ii) of Theorem 3.3 because in those cases all contracta 
of R‘+’ are llot the same. 
Appendix B. Proof of Remark 3.7 
The proof follows by induction on k, k 2 2. 
F’irst Step. k = 2. 
By hypothesis, M = C[R] with a multisimple R having two redex occurrences. 
So ,%I - A4’, M’=C[R’], R’+ R, R-+ R’, R’ a simple redex and R’+l2 by 
Theorem 3.3. Then there exists an M” such that M’ - M” and M”+ M’. Therefore, 
GCW has at least three nodes. 
Imhcfice Step. By the inductive hypothesis, if M is joined to M’ by a (k - 1) -arc, 
then GUW has at least k nodes. Let M be joined to M’ by a k-arc. By properties 
( h) and hi) of multisimpie redexes, M’ is joined to some M” by a (k -- l)-arc. Since 
the inductive hypothesis holds for G( M’j, G(M) has at least k + 1 rlodes. 
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